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Data 
Harms

y tho



● fairness
● proportionality
● impact to rights & freedoms of data subjects
● balance of interests

SIGNIFICANT FOR….

like it



INDIVIDUAL HARMS

DENIED

Human, civil, consumer, 
labour, contract, etc

Discrimination, 
injustice, 

disadvantage, 
exploitation

Physical, emotional, 
reputational, 

financial, property

Freedom of speech, 
association, 
expression, 

conscience, etc

Burden of proof, 
access to resources 

harder

RIGHTS
UNWARRANTED

DAMAGE
DENIED

REDRESS

EFFECTS
CHILLING

OUTCOMES
UNFAIRdislike





GROUP HARMS

SYSTEMIC INJUSTICE
Particular groups of 
people are treated  

disproportionately less 
well than others

ASSOCIATION
People are judged by the 
inherent traits they share 

with other group 
members, not as 

individuals

DISCRIMINATION
Social prejudice creates 
structural bias against 

certain groups of people

EXCLUSION
The needs of minorities 
and marginalised people 
are neglected in design 

and decision-making 
processes

off my lawn





STOCHASTIC PROCESS

Outcomes are foreseeable
(what harms will result)

BUT
 not predictable
(not when, where, to whom, how much)

CHALLENGE



WHERE TO LOOK

…when both likelihood and impact are 
unquantifiable* at either group or 

individual levels

(*can’t be measured by counting things)

RETHINKING 
‘RISK’

gotcha



HAZARD MODEL

CONDITIONS MATERIALS OPERATIONS
Environmental factors which 

provide vectors for data harms to 
be caused

01

Unsafety factors in the nature of 
data itself, and the tools used to 

process it

02

Processing activities and purposes 
which are inherently dangerous

03

yikes



CONDITIONS

IMMATURITY
Organisation’s data 

protection governance 
and infrastructure are 

weak, unreliable, arbitrary

COMPLEXITY
Long/complex 

/international supply 
chains involved

POWER 
IMBALANCE

The data subject’s 
choices and agency are 
limited compared to the 

power of the Controller(s)

BIZ MODEL
Extractive and/or 

exploitative practices are 
fundamental to the 
business model or 

industry





MATERIALS

DATA 
CONTENT

Special categories

Confidential / sensitive

Sticky / fragile

DATA BIAS
Incomplete 

representations

Confounding factors

Dubious provenance

BLACK 
BOXES

Opaque/complex tools

New/experimental tech

VOLUMES
Exceed resource capacity 

for management or 
monitoring





OPERATIONS

SORTING
Classifying and/or ranking 

people

Stereotyping

Arbitrary comparisons

AUTOMATED 
JUDGEMENT

Calculating by algorithm 
without essential human 

understanding and 
compassion

INFERENCE
Attributing motives or 
intentions based on 
physical appearance

SURVEILLANCE
Covert or inescapable





ASSUME HARMS 
*WILL* OCCUR

UNLESS….

Protective safety measures are:
-in place
-effective
-sustainable
-maintained



SAFETY MEASURES

MATURE DP 
Functional governance

Effective policy
Human-friendly process

Cultural integration
Good-faith strategy

Robust data management ATTENTION
Diligence and assurance

Feedback loops

Red flags

SKILLS
Data literacy

Tech literacy

Critical thinking

CAPACITY
Enough time & space for 

thinking

Discussion: diverse 
contributors



MESH OF PROTECTION

BIZ & LAW
Quality & Compliance

TOOLS & 
TECH

Competence & Capability

CONSTRUCTIVE 
SCEPTICISM

There are no magic 
beans

PEOPLE & 
VALUES

Culture & Management

EVIDENCE
for actions & decisions



FORGET ‘RISK’ SCORING
Impact to data subjects’ rights and freedoms 
cannot be described by a 5x5 matrix and wishful 
thinking
Enumerate the hazards
Evaluate the safety meaasures
Build feedback loops
Keep an eye on news and research



RESOURCES

⬣ https://datajusticelab.org/data-harm-record/

⬣ https://www.theodi.org/article/the-data-ethics-canvas-2021/

⬣ https://datahazards.com/contents/data-hazards.html

⬣ https://www.urban.org/research/publication/do-no-harm-guide-add
itional-perspectives-data-equity

⬣ https://commons.princeton.edu/invisible-violence/engagement/

https://datajusticelab.org/data-harm-record/
https://www.theodi.org/article/the-data-ethics-canvas-2021/
https://datahazards.com/contents/data-hazards.html
https://www.urban.org/research/publication/do-no-harm-guide-additional-perspectives-data-equity
https://www.urban.org/research/publication/do-no-harm-guide-additional-perspectives-data-equity


FOR LISTENING!

Thanks


